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ORDERING
New! ONLINE

“Now I’m 
able to put the 
order in when  
it’s convenient 

for me.”
– K. Grant

 Kingston, NY

Now you can take advantage of the most  
convenient way to order ingredients for your bakery
• Order 24/7 through our simple-to-use online ordering system.
• Access our full product catalog and browse new ingredients.
• Save time by ordering when you take inventory. 

Start ordering now at shop.dawnfoods.com

N O W  A VA I L A B L E !
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Find more advice and inspiration for your bakery at Dawnfoods.com /covid-19
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In Line with Online
Shop, order and view order history anytime, from anywhere 

with our NEW eCommerce platform.
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Sincerely,  

Carrie Jones-Barber 
CEO

The past few months have been some of the most challenging that many 
people and many business owners have ever faced. Whether your bakery 
has been in business for 100 years or you are preparing for the grand 
opening of your first location, the global pandemic has not been easy. 

As a baker, you’ve been balancing the demands of your personal and 
professional lives, making difficult decisions about your operations, and 
even changing the way you do business. While our industry has been 
forced to make changes, what has not changed is the passion you have 
for what you do.

Now, more than ever, you’re bringing communities together. Your 
donuts, cakes, cookies and more have brought smiles to your customers 
and to frontline workers. Your commitment to community is incredible 
and is shared by all of us at Dawn. 

They say challenging times test what you’re made of and test the values 
you hold dear. I am inspired by your spirit and resilience. From finding 
new ways to provide delicious products with curbside pickup and online 
ordering, to creating new ways for people to celebrate graduations, 
weddings and more, bakeries continue to be at the heart of communities. 

As we continue to navigate the new normal, our number one priority 
continues to be the safety and well-being of our Team Members and of you, 
our customers. For months now we have enacted industry leading health 
and safety protocols and our Team Members continue to be trained on 
our company’s guidelines and safety practices. We take our responsibility 
to provide safe, high-quality ingredients seriously, and we will never 
compromise on quality, taste or product performance. 

Dawn is committed to providing you with the support, expertise, 
innovation and inspiration to help your business thrive. Thank you for 
your partnership. 

DAWN FOODS ADVISORY BOARD

Chief Executive Officer
Carrie Jones-Barber 

Vice President,  
Global Communications & Corporate Branding 
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Senior Manager, Brand & Digital Marketing
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Batter Up is the ultimate business resource for 

artisanal bakers, featuring actionable advice for 

meeting the bottom line, inspiring ideas for wowing  

customers and guidance on harnessing the latest 

trends in the bakery industry. Issued quarterly and 

hand-delivered to readers, the magazine is a Dawn 

Foods publication produced by Dawn Foods, 3333 

Sargent Rd., Jackson, MI 49201; 1-800-248-1144. 

All rights reserved. © 2020

Dawn Foods Global bakery manufacturer and 

ingredients supplier Dawn Foods has established 

itself as the premier bakery service provider, 

inspiring bakery success every day. Committed to 

delighting its customers around the world, Dawn 

Foods delivers the partnership, insights, innovations, 

products and bakery expertise that empowers 

them to achieve their aspirations. Headquartered 

in Jackson, Michigan, Dawn Foods partners with 

more than 40,000 artisanal and retail bakers, food 

service leaders and manufacturers located in more 

than 100 countries and has 4,000 Team Members 

globally. For 100 years, Dawn Foods has been a 

trusted advisor to its customers, helping drive their 

business forward. For more information about 

the company, its products and culture, please visit 

www.dawnfoods.com

batter up

3333 Sargent Road
Jackson, MI 49201

FAMILY 
RECIPE

We’re All In This Together.

To learn more about navigating the new normal, visit  DawnFoods.com/Covid-19

https://www.dawnfoods.com/Covid-19
https://www.dawnfoods.com/Covid-19
https://www.dawnfoods.com/Covid-19
https://www.dawnfoods.com/Covid-19
https://www.dawnfoods.com/Covid-19
https://www.dawnfoods.com/Covid-19
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BY THE 
NUMBERS

Packaging as Protection: 
Bakeries are Rethinking How 
to Box Up Baked Goods
Today, packaging does more than protect 
delicate baked goods from damage. Now, it’s 
also protecting against the risks of COVID-19. 

REMOVE REUSABLE
If you offer beverages and have encouraged consumers 
to use reusable cups or mugs as well as bring in their 
own bags, now is the time to put these on the shelf, 
opting for single use options. 

SHOWCASE SAFETY
Be sure to showcase packaging front and center to help 
minimize health concerns.

INCREASE YOUR OPTIONS
Consumers expect packaging that 
fully encloses their purchase.  
Look at packaging for all order sizes, from 
single serve to baked goods by the dozen.

Pre-packaged and individually packaged 
products are most attractive to consumers. 
How safe do you think the following beverages/packages  
will be once shelter-in-place restrictions have lifted?

 Very 
Safe

Somewhat 
Safe

Not 
Safe

64% 31% 4% Pre-packaged 
beverages

63% 33% 4% Sealed single-serve 
individual package

22% 43% 36% Self-serve fountain 
Beverages

60%
More than

of consumers feel very 
safe with single serve 

packaging.

HALF
Nearly of surveyed consumers indicated the 

message they’re most interested in is 
about the “measures you are taking 
to ensure food safety.” 

Source: Datassential One Table Consumer Report May 2020

60%
More than

of consumers feel very 
safe with single serve 

packaging.

56%
of bakery 
consumers 
feel that bakery  

cases are not safe

graphics provided by freepik.com
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Communication is Key
Communicate your bakery’s social distancing efforts to build consumer confidence.

As your bakery reopens, it is important to deliver a great customer experience and delicious baked 
goods while also presenting a clean and safe environment. In fact, 50% of consumers said they 
will choose a restaurant that is clean and sanitary when selecting a restaurant to visit after the 
time of Covid-19 (Datassentials). Below we have answered popular questions around sanitation 
and communicating your bakery’s social distancing efforts. 

Q: What are best practices for social distancing and sanitizing?
A: A sanitized bakery keeps your customers safe while ordering sweet baked 
goods. Create a sanitizing schedule for all high touch point areas like 
counters, door handles and computers - Try using a checklist like this one 
from the Food Industry Association. Customers should remain six feet apart 
at all times. This includes dining in, shopping and checking out. 

*Remember to always check with your local and state laws for  
official guidelines. 

Q: How can I build consumer confidence in my bakery 
products?
A: Consumers feel safer when they can see restaurants are taking 
precautions like spacing out tables and wearing gloves and masks 
(Datassentials). Also offer baked goods that are pre-packaged to grab-
and-go like individual pieces of cake and boxes of donuts. 

Contact your Dawn sales rep to find packaging solutions that  
fits your needs!

Q: What communication tools should I be using for 
social distancing at my bakery?
A: Add posters, door signage, and table tents to your bakery 
to let your customers know your efforts to keep a sanitized 
and safe operation. Also add floor stickers and posters 
reminding customers to keep their distance and remain 6 ft. 
apart. Don’t forget to share on your social media channels to 
let your customers know that you are keeping their safety top 
priority. You can download our social distancing toolkit here: 
https://brandfolder.com/s/qbdbjr-10isk8-fp7fic

IN 
THE MIX

https://assets2.brandfolder.io/bf-boulder-prod/qazz61-crfhao-81hvzw/v/19494447/original/20200526_OpenForBusiness_ReOpeningInstructions.pdf
https://brandfolder.com/s/qbdbjr-10isk8-fp7fic
https://assets2.brandfolder.io/bf-boulder-prod/qazz61-crfhao-81hvzw/v/19494447/original/20200526_OpenForBusiness_ReOpeningInstructions.pdf
https://assets2.brandfolder.io/bf-boulder-prod/qazz61-crfhao-81hvzw/v/19494447/original/20200526_OpenForBusiness_ReOpeningInstructions.pdf
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COVID-19 is impacting everything from how bakers sell to how consumers shop. And 
while bakers have worked to pivot and uncover strategies for smart selling, new trends 
emerged that shine a light on what consumers crave, order, and order again. 

One bakery product that’s trending in takeout is donuts. 
According to a Yelp survey that uncovered the top delivery orders by state since 

March 16, donuts were among the most popular foods, winning the state of Minnesota 
for frequency in online ordering. 

QSRmagazine.com also dug into the top trends that emerged during COVID, and 
donuts emerged once again. Kits are the craze right now, and take home, decorate-your-
own-donut kits were introduced by bakeries all across the country as a way to bring 
families together and give them something creative to do. Another COVID top trend is 
food donations, and many bakeries stepped up to donate donuts to first responders and 
healthcare workers, most often on a weekly basis. 

Don’t let this trend pass you by. Make sure you’re doing all you can to promote, sell 
and satisfy your consumers with the always popular donut.

source 1: yelp.com
source 2: QSR magazine

IN THE 
MIX

Donuts 
ARE TOPS IN TAKEOUT  

When quarantine began in Austin, Dream 
Bakery, like many others, saw revenue drop nearly 
80% literally overnight – weddings and celebra-
tions were cancelled, catering orders evaporated, 
and the usual bump from SXSW disappeared. But, as 
a food service provider, Dream Bakery was allowed 
to remain open. So they leaned into their already 
robust health and sanitation processes, and adopted 
“find a way or fade away” as their motto. 

After asking their community, they uncovered 
that local consumers needed safe and convenient 
groceries like eggs, flour, yeast, and milk; staples 
like bread; and products to entertain their families 
during quarantine. Dream Bakery transformed into 
a local grocery store complete with contactless curb-
side pick up, a makeshift warehouse, and a shift in 

ADAPTING WITH AGILITY:  

Dream Bakery 
production to focus on staples, comfort foods, and 
“semi-homemade” items like take and bake cookie 
dough and cookie decorating kits.  

Consumer response was overwhelming – so 
much so that the bakery implemented addi-
tional phone lines and online ordering to meet 
the demand. Customers are grateful and asking 
Dream Bakery to continue providing grocery 
staples along with curbside service into the future.

 
What does the future look like for Dream Bakery? 
Going forward, they’ve permanently moved the 
seating area outside and are using the indoor 
space as a “mini market”. They are also adding 
delivery and shipping to make it even easier for 
customers to enjoy their goods.

BAKER SPOTLIGHT

TRENDSPOTTING
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Bakeries around the world have faced unprecedented challenges in recent months 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

When social distancing, shelter-in-place and other mandates were announced nation-
ally, regionally and locally, bakeries of all sizes found smart, creative ways 

to safely serve customers and maintain business. Many of these have revolved around 
fulfilling changing consumer needs, from transparency into safety practices to offering 
delivery to creating new menu offerings, all while maintaining the level of service and 
customer appreciation people expect and depend on from their favorite bakeries. 

As bakeries continue to reopen and adapt to the new normal, they can draw inspira-
tion from these innovative, customer-first measures. 

THE NEW 
NORMAL 
Advice for Safe, Profitable 
Bakery Operations

Emphasizing Informed Bakery Practices 
While bakeries have long been held to strict health and sani-
tization practices by local legislation, many are logging more 
cleaning efforts. These include wiping and sanitizing counters, 
doorknobs and other surfaces each hour, deep-cleaning equip-
ment and cleaning shelving units more frequently. 

Wearing masks and gloves to prevent germs being spread 
through droplets and food handling has also become more stan-
dard—and will likely continue to be, according to Melissa Trim-
mer, CECP, Senior Bakery Application Chef at Dawn Foods, who is 
a certified instructor and registered examination proctor through 
the National Restaurant Association’s ServSafe food safety train-
ing program.

Bakeries are taking many precautions in the kitchen, but gloves 
are one that customers see and pay extra attention to. “Customer 
perception is [food preparation] isn’t clean unless [employees] 
have gloves,” Trimmer says.

Gloves have to be used correctly, though, to be effective. “If a 
food handler takes money and turns around and touches food, 
they’ve just cross-contaminated it,” Trimmer says. Employees 
need to be mindful of what surfaces they come in contact with, 
change gloves frequently and wash and sanitize their hands before 
putting on a new pair.

Trimmer suggests bakeries that are experiencing slowdowns 
should review cleaning and sanitization standards and become 
certified in food safety practices.

“Just having that basic understanding of food safety is so 
important,” she says. “I’d encourage them to use the time not just 
to get updated on sanitization, but to pick up extra courses—
some organizations [such as the American Culinary Federation 
and National Restaurant Association] are offering them for free 
right now.”

https://www.acfchefs.org/
https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&partnerref=WebSS&eventid=2233534&sessionid=1&key=A98A8B947B30A6BD86CD597DD3255F4E&regTag=869294&sourcepage=register
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Expanding Ways to Get Bakery Prod-
ucts to Customers—With a Smile 
Many bakeries have adopted curbside pickup and 
contactless delivery.

Shannon Willer, owner of donut shop Swiller-
bees in Flagler Beach, Florida, USA, began offering 
delivery in March when her state notified businesses 
they could only remain open for takeout or delivery. 

After setting up online ordering, which Willer 
says now comprises two-thirds of her business—she 
and her manager began delivering items within 6 
miles of the bakery, in boxes signed by the staff with 
a personal note, from 6:30 to 10:30 a.m.

“Most people want contactless delivery,” Willer 
says. That doesn’t mean they don’t still want friendly 
service, though. “For a lot of customers, we are the 
only people they get to see every day. They wanted 
us to drop it off, knock and wave through the door. 
It’s important to have face-to-face relationships with 
customers through all this.”

Introducing and Marketing New 
Bakery Menu Items that Spark Joy 
Along with delivery, Willer credits the at-home 
decorating kits she introduced in March, featur-
ing six donuts, toppings and buttercreme frosting, 
with helping drive sales when residents were 
sheltering in place.

“A lot of it was the Take and Make [kits]; they 
were huge,” she says. “My numbers were up 36% 
over this time last year. My new customer database 
increased by 650 people.”

To drum up interest in the new product, Willer 
took an innovative approach that leveraged some 
of her bakery’s most loyal followers: She first posted 
about the kits in a Facebook group for local moms 
and distributed 10 kits to existing customers.

“We told them, ‘This is the idea: We want you to 
go have fun, video, take photos, send them to me and 
social media blast us,’” she says. “We were trying to 
think how we could provide some form of normalcy 

for kids and an incentive to have something fun to 
do when they get their schoolwork done.” 

The user-generated content buzz resulted in a 
major sales boost. Willer anticipated selling about 
20 to 30 kits the first weekend they became available; 
instead, customers placed orders for more than 175.

Running Thoughtful Bakery  
Promotions  
Like Swillerbees, Superior Bakery in Fayetteville, 
North Carolina, USA, sponsored a spring promo-
tion inspired by his customers that helped propel 
April and May to be record sales months for the 
business, says owner Nick Poulos.

When bread became hard to find in local stores 
around mid-March, the bakery lowered the price of 
its sub rolls, sourdough and other breads and began 
giving out a dozen pull-apart yeast rolls for free with 
every purchase. 

“People were looking for bread, and I thought, 
‘[The rolls] are a good comfort food,’” he says. 
“When we handed that to somebody, you’d think 
we gave them gold.”

Poulos also began selling yeast directly to his 
customers after he noticed online price gouging 
for the product, reaching up to $23 a pound.

“I got 40 cases from Dawn and sold 1-pound 
packages for $5.99,” he says. “It was a way to get 
people in: When home bakers come to get yeast, 
they’re going to buy something [else], most likely.” 

Poulos found social media was the best way to 
promote these offerings and to let customers know 
how the bakery’s operations were being affected 
by COVID-19 restrictions. The bakery was getting 
flooded with calls, so Poulos upped the number of 
times he posted on Facebook from three or four 
times a day to nearly every hour.

In addition, along with sharing important 
information, social media has helped keep Supe-
rior Bakery’s products top of mind for customers, 
which can encourage more frequent purchases. “We 

will continue to post hourly—if 
something is coming out of the 
oven, that such-and-such bread 
will be out in 15 minutes, with 
pictures,” Poulos says.

Making Downsized 
Celebrations Just as 
Memorable 
While legislation varies, current 
guidelines in various countries 
and regions still forbid large 
gatherings, which means cus-
tomers haven’t been ordering 
the sizeable sheet, tier and other 

cakes they’d serve at them. 
Though large events are being rescheduled or 

canceled, milestones are still being achieved and 
celebrations are still happening, just on a smaller 
scale. “Birthdays are still going to happen. Grad-
uations are still going to happen,” Trimmer says. 
“Whether it’s a 6-inch barrel cake that just feeds a 
few people or graduation cupcakes, people are look-
ing at doing individual [items] that are packaged for 
these types of celebrations.”

At Superior Bakery, orders for smaller cakes, 
combined with other item sales, helped offset the 
decline in half- and quarter-sheet cakes the bakery 
typically sees for Mother’s Day and graduation cele-
brations, Poulos says.

Adjusting to the New Normal 
Although bakeries have faced a series of daunting 
challenges in recent months, many have been able 
to address the new public health requirements, 
offer a convenient and enjoyable ordering experi-
ence, ultimately continuing to serve their custom-
ers with both everyday baked goods and desserts 
that help make special occasions memorable.

While it may be some time before bakery seating 
areas and long lines replace social distancing, take-
out and delivery, bakeries, in some ways, were better 
positioned to handle the initial changes compared 
to other businesses. Bakeries may also have an easier 
time tackling any future COVID-related needs, 
according to Trimmer.

“Bakeries often are takeaway; some don't have 
seating areas. A lot of people will keep buying items. 
They’re uniquely set up to continue going.”

For more advice on sustaining and growing your 
business, read our guide for reopening bakeries: 
“Open for Business.”

THE TAKE AND 
MAKE (KITS); THEY 
WERE HUGE, MY 
NUMBERS WERE UP 
36% OVER THIS 
TIME LAST YEAR.
— Shannon Willer, owner, Swillerbees Donut Shop

https://www.orderswillerbees.com/
https://www.orderswillerbees.com/
https://www.superiorbakerync.com/
https://assets2.brandfolder.io/bf-boulder-prod/qazz61-crfhao-81hvzw/v/19494447/original/20200526_OpenForBusiness_ReOpeningInstructions.pdf
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We know you’re up early and late to get your popular bakery prod-
ucts ready by opening time. Your workday doesn’t span 9 to 5—and 
neither should your bakery solutions partner. Dawn’s online ordering 
platform is open round the clock, always ready to help you stock your 
kitchen and inspire your bakery creations.

The company’s new online ordering platform, which launched last 
month , promises new flexibility and ease when it comes to working 
with Dawn. This online platform provides the ability to shop, order, 
track status and view order history on your own time, anytime, from 
anywhere. 

Dawn’s new online ordering 
platform gives bakers the 
convenience to order products 
24/7—and spend more quality 
time with your customers.

IN LINE 
with 
Online 
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ordering platform is mobile-friendly, so you can 
enter your order on your smartphone or tablet as 
you’re walking around checking what you need—
or you can shop and order when you sit down at 
your computer. “Now you’re taking a step out of 
that process,” says Seth Karich, a Dawn Market Sales 
Manager in Minneapolis. “There’s no need to write 
stuff down, so the time savings is a big benefit.”

Plus, McTigue says, you will be able to see your 
order history in real time—improving bakery inven-
tory control and profitability.

“We’re giving the customer the ability to order, 
understand what’s in their account, what invoices 
are due, what they’re receiving on the truck, and 
what else they can order from Dawn on their own 
time,” he says.

     
More Sales Rep Support 
It’s all about more. More online benefits and more 
time to talk to your Dawn sales rep, Sukenic says.  

 Your rep, your market expert, will continue to 
consult and notify you of market trends, guide the 
bakery on what is and what’s not selling, update you 
on Dawn’s innovations, and inform you about what 

“A lot of bakers work overnight and early morn-
ings, so this gives them the convenience to place 
their orders when they’re ready,” says Ryan McTigue, 
a Dawn Market Sales Representative in Denver, who 
calls the ability to place orders anytime a huge, new 
advantage for customers.

“They’ll be able to order online and shop all of 
Dawn’s products, which ultimately will make their 
life easier by being able to leverage Dawn to deliver 
more value to their bakery,” says Josh Sukenic, Dawn 
Vice President, General Manager of Digital Business 
Transformation. “They’ll be able to order anytime, 
anywhere online.”

The online ordering platform offers you a way to 
order a product the minute you realize you forgot 
to buy it or are low on a mix. 

“If it’s 4 a.m., that baker who just ran out of Dawn 
Exceptional Raised A Donut Mix can add that into 
their cart for delivery on their next order. It helps 
our bakery customers spend less time worrying 
about what to order and more time doing what they 
love—creating amazing bakery products and inter-
acting with customers,” Sukenic says.

And it’s right at your fingertips. The online 

"It helps our 
bakery customers 
spend less time 
worrying about 
what to order and 
more time doing 
what they love— 
creating amazing 
bakery products 
and interacting 
with customers." 
— Josh Sukenic, Dawn Vice President, General Manager  

of Digital Business Transformation
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free up time for me to do a product sampling, work-
ing with one of my technical sales reps to find new 
products for them to add to their menu.”

How It All Began 
The idea for eCommerce and an  online ordering 
platform began with requests from Dawn’s 
customers who have been seeking a solution, 
and Dawn’s market research team, which talked 
with sales reps and customer service reps about 
customer needs and how Dawn could innovate 
to be an even better partner. The team found that 
customers are looking for a more convenient and 
flexible way to interact with Dawn—and specifi-
cally order online.

“The market right now—B2B customers, business 
owners and consumers in general—they’re used to 
researching online, finding information and order-
ing product at their convenience. The best part is 
Dawn’s sales representatives are not going anywhere. 
They are available to help with any questions our 
customers can’t find online and work with custom-

Dawn’s doing in the market to inspire your baking.
“So now, a baker’s time with their sales rep can be 

better spent talking about how that customer wants 
to grow their business or reduce risk or save time 
with their business,” Sukenic says. “And that sales rep 
is going to be talking to the baker about what Dawn 
can do to help with their needs and opportunities.”

Karich points to one recent example from a 
customer with the goal of aggressive bakery growth. 
Dawn reps helped figure out how to capture a 
new target audience: Dawn studied the custom-
er’s market area, examined local trends, and deter-
mined the customer should pursue a growing group 
seeking a healthier yet indulgent treat with natural 
components and less artificial flavors and colors. 
Using Dawn better-for-you ingredients, the bakery 
customer did a big social media push and marketing 
blast and was able to significantly grow their busi-
ness, Karich says.

McTigue says he will use his newfound time to 
help customers who are trying to identify new prod-
ucts and creative ways to expand their business. “It’ll 

"We’ll always be listening to customers and say, ‘Hey, what do 
you want next? How can we help you next?’ We’ve got a lot of 
great ideas we’ve heard from customers, and we’re going to 
keep talking to customers over and over again." 
— Josh Sukenic, Dawn Vice President, General Manager of Digital Business Transformation

ers to sample new products,” Sukenic says.
To develop the online ordering platform, Dawn 

tapped experts from supply chain and marketing to 
sales “to make sure we’re delivering our customers 
the best experience,” Sukenic says. Before launch, 
Dawn ran a pilot test with about 150 customers 
to evaluate the online ordering experience before 
opening it up to Dawn’s approximately 15,000 artis-
anal bakery customers in the U.S. The pilot program 
yielded many customer-driven lessons and insights, 
Sukenic says. “We pride ourselves on this being a 
platform built for bakers by bakers.”

Sukenic says the Dawn team will continue to 
do focus groups and testing to improve the online 
ordering platform: “We’ll always be listening to 
customers and say, ‘Hey, what do you want next? 
How can we help you next?’ We’ve got a lot of great 
ideas we’ve heard from customers, and we’re going 
to keep talking to customers over and over again.”

Have you used Dawn’s online ordering platform? 
Visit shop.dawnfoods.com/registration to register.

"So now, a baker’s 
time with their sales 
rep can be better 
spent talking about 
how that customer 
wants to grow their 
business or reduce 
risk or save time with 
their business." 
— Josh Sukenic, Dawn Vice President, General Manager  

of Digital Business Transformation

https://shop.dawnfoods.com/registration
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5 STEPS  
TO ...

Bakeries are adapting to the new normal 
of today – balancing social distancing 
best practices with maximizing sales 
and operations. To ensure your bakery 
is doing all you can to bring consumers 
through your doors, use these five 
simple steps for success:

BRINGING 
CUSTOMERS BACK 
TO YOUR BAKERY

Delight with 
Delivery
No-touch is the way to go. Be sure to 
incorporate multiple options for getting 
your baked goods into the hands of 
your customers. Things like curbside 
pick up, delivery through partners like 
DoorDash or GrubHub, and offering 
your own delivery service are surefire 
ways to boost sales.

Consumers want to know what you’re doing 
to keep them safe. Invest in signs for your 
bakery that communicate how you’re social 
distancing and adapting your operations to 
today’s times. From detailing employee health 
protocols to explaining your reconfigured 
dining area, share what you’re doing front 
and center. 

Invest in 
Signage

Consumers are purchasing gift cards now 
more than ever to help support local 
businesses and to give options for safe, 
distanced payment. Consider gift cards for 
specific amounts or for fun promotions, like 
a Back to School Baked Goods Bundle. The 
creativity is up to you.

Go With Gift 
Cards

While the front of the house 
is critical to creating the right 
environment, the back of your 
house is just as important. Focus 
on optimizing staff by baking on 
specified days and freezing product for 
use throughout the week. Also consider 
your recipe rotation, concentrating on 
traditional favorites that keep customers 
returning and give them a sense of 
comfort. Things like donuts, chocolate 
cakes, cinnamon rolls, and chocolate chip 
cookies are sure bets.

Operate Smart

Packaging matters now more 
than ever. Be sure to select 
strategic packaging options 
that not only provide a safe 
barrier for consumers but 
also communicate various 
product sizes. Smaller cakes, 
single serve options, kits for 
families – there are really no 
wrong options for quarantine. By offering 
choices from single serve to family 
size, you can cover the bases and bring 
customers into your bakery.

Prioritize Your 
Packaging 
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MIX IT UP
Mix up your menu with Dawn Exceptional® 

Premium and R&H® RichCreme® Creme Cake Bases. 
Create a variety of desserts like mantecadas, loaf 
cakes, trifles and more using just one mix! 

For more 
recipe inspiration 

using Dawn Exceptional® 
Premium and R&H® 
RichCreme® Creme 
Cake Bases visit 

DawnFoods.com 
/recipes 

ORANGE MANTECADA
Mix batter according to bag directions, for every pound 
of batter add 1oz orange icing fruits, scoop batter into 
lined muffin pans, top with streusel and bake at 350° F. 

ALMOND LOAF CAKE
Follow manufacturer’s directions on bag. Measure out 
2 lbs prepared cake batter and fold in 1.5oz almond 
emulsion. Place in a 9x5” loaf pan treated with pan 
spray and bake at 350F. 

INDIVIDUAL BERRY TRIFLES
Follow manufacturer’s directions on bag. Scale batter 
into full baking sheet pans. Bake at 350F. Cut each 
sheet pan into 1” squares. Crumble squares and build 
trifles in 8oz jars with 3 layers each of cake crumbles, 
VelveTop® and fresh berries. 

1 MIX - 
3 WAYS
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